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Abs tract

This
a device,

pa per is devoted to a detailed description of
an operation time monitor, which is used to

investigate the behavoir of the operation time in a
digita1 computer.

The principle employed to design the

monitor is a very basic relation in fundamental electricity -the voltage across a capacitor is
the

linearly proportional to

time during which a constant charging current is flowing

through the capacitor.
provides

The constant current source which

the required charging current is controlled by the

pulses conveying the input information from a digita1 computer.
Some data obtained by this monitor are included at the end of
this

paper to illustrate its application to a digital computer.
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Introduction
While a computer is operating,

logical operations,

arithmetic operations,

metnory fetches, memory stores,

control counter advancements occupy a
elapsed time.

It is of interest

actual ON time of each operation
of a

program segment

time)

such operations.

With

this

total

to know the ratio of the
to

(excluding the

and to know the average

part of the

and

the

total elapsed time

punching and printing

time required to execute

information one can determine

how an improvement of certain parts of a

computer will

affect

the efficiency of the whole computer.

if

time required to get control of memory in a memory

the

fetch operation is
the

large and if its

total memory fetch time is also

For instance,

ratio with respect
large,

to

then it is

worth considering improving the memory mechanism on

the

basis of overall time-efficiency and cost.
The

purpose of this

paper is

circuit design to accomplish the
operation of interest.

to propose methods and a
time measurements on any

It should be

pointed out that the

computer is assumed to be able to supply pulse
when the operations under investigation

signals

start and when

they stop.
Two approaches were considered and one of them has
been adopted.

An operation time monitor,

adopted approach,
These

has been built

based on

the

for the Rice Computer.

two approaches are described briefly in the

fo1 lowing:
(A)

In Figure

1,

a

fixed-frequency reference signal

coming from an oscillator and the
of START and STOP signals

information

coming from the

computer after a flip-flop are sent
AND gate.

The output of the AND gate

into an electronic counter.
reading and a
give

the

to an

The

is

fed

counter

conventional watch or clock

total operation ON

elapsed time respectively.
-2-

time and the

total

. This method has

the '..following problems

frequency reference

signals

. Higher

can give more

accurate time readings but a more expensive
counter is

required and troublesome

stray

effects associated with high frequencies are
present.

On the other hand,

lower frequency

reference signals avoid the troubles mentioned
above but unfortunately at the sacrifice of
time accuracy which is

important.

Hence

this

method was not used*
(B)

The second approach,
Figure 2.

adopted here,

The SWITCHING UNIT,

flip-flop whose state is
START and STOP signals,
turn,

gates a

capacitor C.
a

is

actuated by a

determined by the
controls Si which,

When

the voltage across C reaches

the DISCHARGING UNIT closes

which discharges C.

Meanwhile,

creased by one.

S2

the counter,

triggered by the discharging pulse,

is

in¬

The following equation

I.At=c.AV,
the

in

constant charging current to

preset value,

gives

shown in

time,

or At=c.AV/i

At,

between

two consecutive

discharging pulses.
Therefore,

the

total ON time of the

flop can be determined from the
the counter and the
the capacitor C.
to obtain
Since

the

reading of

residual voltage across

A clock or watch is needed

reference

total elapsed time.

less expensive components

build a device based on
rest of this

input flip-

can be used to

the second method,

the

paper is devoted to describing

the circuit design,

operation,

of the device based on

3-

-

and application

the second method.

Figure 1.

4-

-

(Ill)

(A)

Circuit Design

A General Description
While

signals

the computer is running,

coming from the parts of

the START and STOP

the computer which are of

interest have the configuration shown in Figure 40
actual waveform of individual pulses

The

in the Rice Computer

are shown in Figure 5.
The

first thing we want to know is

namely,
time Tfc.

the

total ON time,

during the whole reference

+

The second thing is

the number of START signals

during T .
When the total ON time is needed,
signals

should be sent

During the

to the

period after a

input

the START and STOP

flip-flop

certain START signal and before

the associated STOP signal,

the output of the

through the current switching stage closes
lets

flip-flop

switch SI and

the capacitor C be charged by constant current i.

Meanwhile,

the voltage across

increases with time.
next START signal,
value

VCQ

after a

the

capacitor,

it is obvious

Vc,

linearly

After the STOP signal and before

SI is open.

When Vc reaches a

period of ON time,

At,

mechanism discharges C and sends out a

the

preset

the discharging

pulse.

that the number of such pulses,

residual voltage across

Therefore,
I,

the capacitor reveal the

time during the whole investigating period.
are

(Figure 3.)*

The

and the
total ON
pulses

fed into a univibrator which drives an electromechanical

counter in order to register the information conveyed by the
pulses.

Simultaneously,

the pulses are also fed into another

univibrator which drives a

relay.

This relay is used to

short C for a very fast discharging of C;
decrease

the

in other words,

percentage error introduced by the time re¬

quired to discharge C,
When

the number of START signals

the START signal is

sent to the
5-

-

during Tfc is

sought,

input univibrator as

shown

to

Blocking
osci11ator
in the
computer
genera ting
START and
STOP
signaIs

Input
univibrator

■"IT¬
'S TART
1
4*

^
!

TV
>

->) T Ui l
!
1

Current
switching
s tage
(con tro 1 !■
ing SI)

11
-if

(1

'
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flip-f lo p

STOP

<—

v* 1

+

V

c
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_*.x
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t

Discharging
mechanism
generating
pulse when
V
reaches
c
pre-set
value V
CO

c

Univibrator

L3 1

counter

|

JL
\f

Univibra tor

\f

Calibra tion
circuit
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measuring
■* >
V when V <V
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C
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Figure 3.

6-

-

Elec tro mechani -

Re lay
used to
short C
for dis¬
charging

0.5us_

7-

-

in Figure 3., instead of the flip-flop.
each input START signal,

In response to

the univibrator generates an out¬

put pulse of fixed widjth tQ which is used to gate the
following current switching stage.

Therefore,

the final

total ON time reading divided by the fixed width t

should

be the number of START signals during Tfc.
At the end of the whole investigating period,
voltage a cross the capacitor,

Vc<V

,

shouId be read because

it bears the information of fractions of At.
meter is needed.

the

Hence a volt¬

This voltmeter must have a very high in¬

put impedance in order not to influence the capacitor.
In addition, a calibration circuit has been designed
for the purpose of maintaining the accuracy of the device.
(B)

Individual Component Design
1.

Input Flip-flop
The function of the input flip-flop is to switch
between two s pecified states in res ponse to
the START and STOP signals for the purpose of
gating the following current switching stage.
The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 6.
The input signal waveform presented to the input
flip-flop and the output waveform it is required
to generate are shown in Figure 7.
Let us designate the transistors in the flip-flop
"1" and "2" respectively.

Assume "1" off,

v

• 'V

ec2=0 , :or. practically^around• e-0.2
y

V

6^2=0 , or practically around -0.3
ee2=0v
ecl-l°T
ebi=1£)-(10/(3+6.8) ) 6.8=3V

‘«f»v
Whenever the negative START signal comes in,
off transistor,

"l",
8-

-

is turned on and the on

the

2k(1/4)

500 pf

START

_KI

xlr'

Figure 6.

e

START

STOP

T

iir

-io V

Figure 7
-9-

transistor,

"2",

signal comes

in,

interchanged.
of the

turns off
off.

Later on,

the states of

we see

type 2N404,

7.

just

PNP tran¬

are used because the input

triggers are negative
used in order to get

the output

that it performs

in the way required in Figure
sistors,

1" and "2" are

Since e^ taken as

flip-flop,

the STOP

11

pulses.

Catch diodes are

reliable operation.

Cross¬

over capacitors are used to speed up the

transi¬

tion of the

flip-flop.

Occasionally the STOP signal follows
signal so closely that

the symmetrical flip-

flop can not respond to
8-a,),

There are at

the situation.

the START

them correctly

least

two ways

The first one is

(Figure

to improve

to connect a

capacitor from the base on the STOP side to
ground.
is

increased,

widened.
is

Since

This

reasonably

that the

the base charging time constant
the STOP signal is,
is

in effect,

shown in Figure 8-b.

large,

If t^

the STOP signal can assure

flip-flop be turned off at the end of

t^ no matter whether it was on or not during the
period of t^+t£*

Hence no significant error

would be introduced.
increase

The second method is

to

the base current-limiting resistor on

the START side by roughly ten times.

This

is

equiva lentto shrinking the START signal to
approximately one-tenth of its
(Figure

8-c.).

The

original value

latter method was

found

reliable and employed here.
2 .

Input Univibrator
This

circuit is used when

signals

during a

certain

the number of START
period is sought.

The

circuit diagram and the

input-output relation

are shown in Figure

The rest of

-10-

9.

the circuits

Figure 8-a.

Figure 8-b.

Figure 8-c
11

-

-

START

START

Figure 9.

12

-

-

associated with this univibrator are
as
3.

that for the

input flip-flop in

the

same

1.

Current Switching Stage and Charging Mechanism
Referring to Figure

10*,

when the switch,

set at

position "1",

A more

thorough discussion is needed

11 and

12.).

In Figure
the

11 which is

Tl is off and T2

Sa,

is

is on.
(Figures

the charging capacitor and

right section of tube

12AX7,

capacitor-charging current,
lOmeg resistor R^>

i^,

produces a

the complete
flowing in

proportional

voltage drop which, together with the grid
v
bias voltage, -5 , determines the grid^tocathode voltage;

the 25k potentiometer K2

forms a variable voltage source
lOmeg R

rC

is

This circuit,

to which the

returned.
from grid to cathode,

cathode follower.
plate voltage

Therefore,

remains

as

is simply a
long as

the

sufficiently high,

the

grid will not draw current and we can assume
unity gain as a

reasonable assumption and hence

the cathode voltage is
the

roughly zero.

Therefore,

charging current ic must be
ic = 100 V/ 10meg=10|iA

where the
return to

lOmeg resistor R^ is assumed to
v
-100 .

Another view-point based on
lent circuit can result in
Figure

12.

the Thevenin equiva¬
the diagram shown in

In spite of the actual exponential

charging toward E ^ with the
(|i+l)R, C,

the

long time constant

current varies very slightly over

the restricted voltage range of interest.
our case,

the

range of interest falls between

+50V and +150V which is quite small as
with

In

V

V

(jj+1) X100 +150
13-

-

compared

where |a is around 30.

:

+ 150V

14-

-

+150 V

K
1/2

5V

12AX7

Figure

E

11.

I,

Th=(|J+l)Xl00

v

+150

. luf

-AAA/W'
R

1

1 xl

Th=(|i+

Figure

15-

-

12.

)

°meg+rp

In order to increase Em, for the sake of better
Th
linearity in the charging curve, it is obviously
very natural to employ high-|j tubes, and this is
why a 12AX7 was used here.

From this discussion,

it is obvious that the object of obtaining a
rather steady charging current has been achieved.
Since it is impossible to have all components
perfectly accurate,

it is necessary to have a

certain amount of adjustable variation for each
factor.

Here,

for the charging current, is

returned to a variable negative power supply.
The variation in the power supply and that in
the charging current can be seen in the follow¬
ing calculations

| v | m i n=15 0><3 6 / ( 3 6+2 5 ) s 8 8,5 V
V
|V|
1 'max=150
Since the voltage difference between the grid

and the cathode is relatively small as compared
with 100V or so and also the grid is biased at
v
-5
it is reasonable to assume the cathode

,

voltage zero in the following approximation of
i c min
. =88.5V/10 meg=8.85nA
^
i
c max=15°V/10 meg=15^A
Due to the inevitable variation in components
and power supplies and also the fact that the
cathode voltage is not exactly zero,

the charg¬

ing current can not be expected to vary ideally
between the two extreme values shown above.
Nevertheless, we are given the freedom to adjust
the charging current to the extent required which
is a vital feature in determining the behavior
of the whole device.
A remark should be made here to explain why a
small charging current, nominally 10[jA,
16-

-

is

employed here.

From the basic voltage-charge

re la tion we obtain
At=C.Av/i c
At is required to be one second and Ay one
hundred volts, hence it is apparent that small
i£ gives the freedom to choose a small capacitor
which is relatively cheaper and, in turn, this
freedom is quite important and surely necessary
in practical design.
Unfortunately, there are several sources of leak¬
age current which become important in the case
where a small charging current is used.

The

leakage charging current, or leakage plate
current, can be measured, but the explanation
of how to measure it is deferred to the section
describing the high input impedance cathodefollower voltmeter.
It was found that the leakage current depended
on both the filament voltage and the plate
voltage. Since a reasonably large plate swing
is needed, adjusting the filament voltage to
minimize the leakage current turns out to be
the only practical choice. It should be noted
that this leakage phenomenon is different among
tubes from different manufacturers and even
somewhat different among tubes of the same
manufacturers. However, the general behavior -the leakage plate current decreases as the
filament voltage decreases with grid bias and
plate voltage fixed -- is common to all tubes.
Although lower filament voltage gives less plate
leakage current, the fact that the filament
voltage can not be so low as not to provide
enough current when the tube is on should be
taken into consideration. Due to this
17-

-

restriction,

the filament voltage was chosen

from experiment as
the

8V#

condition,
4 5
leakage plate current is about 10
to 10

times

less

than

Under this

the charging current of

10|aA,

yet sufficient plate current is available when
the

tube is on.

This

resistor of 43 ohms,
was

is

satisfactory.

A

determined by experiment,

put in series with the filament to reduce

the actual filament voltage

to about 8V.

Another experimental result which should be
mentioned is

that when

at ground and

the

left grid is biased

the right one is biased at

negative values,

the magnitude of current

leak¬

age does not change appreciably until the right

4.

increased from -10V

grid bias

is

negative)

to about -3V.

(or even more

Discharging Mechanism
Part of Figure
explain

10 is redrawn in Figure

the discharging mechanism.

modification,
be noted.

13 to
A slight

the addition of switch S

Since

,

should

the charging current is

small,

the voltage drop across

the 5.1k plate resistor

is negligible.
150

.

Vfl

M

In other words, V/tl ,, is essentially
a
is a function of the setting of Kl.

The firing voltage of
V

the neon bulb is

roughly

110

and the sustaining voltage is about 80V or

so,

hence an equivalent pulse generator of about

20 or 30 volts
fires.

As

decreases.;

is obtained when

the neon bulb

the charging current flows,
The neon bulb fires when

ence between Vllcl! and Vlt^n reaches
voltage of the neon bulb.

15*,

0.5k is

impedance of the

the

firing

14.

the

In

the equivalent input

two univibrators

18-

-

the differ¬

Then we obtain

equivalent circuit shown in Figure
Figure

Vfl^fl

triggered by

+.150V

10 meg

00

v

Figure 13.

19-

-

the pulse generated here.

This pulse is trans¬

mitted through C to the plate resistor and the
univibrators.

The current i^ is primarily

determined by the 0.5k resistance and the equi¬
valent resistance of R^ in parallel with
sum of R^ and

(the

is the total resistance of Kl) .

The current i^ is essentially equal to i^.
Because i>2 *-s required to be large enough to
drive the two univibrators,

the equivalent

resistance of R^ in parallel with R^ should be
as sma11 as possible.

One of the univibrators

triggered by the pulse energizes an associated
relay which*

in turn,

complete discharge.

shorts C to obtain a
This is shown schematically

as the switch S

in the dotted-line box in
r
Figure 13 and will be discussed in 6.
5.

Univibrator and the Associa ted Elec tromechanica1
Coun ter
This stage

(Figure 15.) serves to receive the

pulse coming from the discharging mechanism
described, in 4 and shape it and finally regis ter
it in the associated elec tromechanica1 counter.
In the design* attention was paid to these re¬
quirements: first*

the univibrator must be able

to res pond to the input pulse reliably:

second,

the output of the univibrator must be long
enough to drive the associa ted coun ter yet be
re la tively short as compa red with one second
which was chosen for the device as the rate
of pulse generation in the charging and dis¬
charging mechanism.

The first requirement can

be met by increasing the pulse current

(dis-

cussed previously) and appropriately choosing
resis tors for the input side.

For the second

requirement, we should first know the time the
20-

-

Figure 15
21-

-

counter requires to be energized.

This is about

twenty miliseconds for the counter used here.
The width of the output of the univibrator is
RC ln2=0.7RC
or
(0.7) (100K) (0.5|if)=35ms
Apparently,

35ms is long enough to make the

counter work while the 2N2270 transistor is on.
The diode associated with the counter is used
for protecting the transistor 2N2270 from
inductive transients;

the diodes associated

with the univibrator are used for preventing
triggering by spurious pulses.
6.

Univibrator and the Associated Relay
Examining the circuit diagram shown in Figure 16
reveals that this stage is almost the same as
the previous one except a 0. l|jf
citor)

(timing capa¬

is used here instead of 0.5|jf and a

relay rather than the counter is to be energi¬
zed.
This stage serves to receive the pulse and shape
it and.finally operate the relay which in turn
shorts the charging capacitor C.

The purpose

of shorting C is to reset the plate voltage
of the charging tube from its minimum value to
its top value.

Since we want the plate voltage

to jump back as soon as possible when it reaches
the minimum value,

this requires the output

pulse width of the univibrator to be as narrow
as possible.

Yet,

it must still be wide enough

to operate the relay, hence a compromise must
be made.

The error introduced by this stage

should not be more than one percent; in other
words,

the output pulse width should be less

than ten miliseconds.
22-

-

The relay used here has

+20V

23-

-

the rating of 24V dc with a coil resistance
400 ohms.

The general characteristics of such

a relay is shown in Figure 17.
is energized,

When the relay

it will operate if the current

exceeds the operation point,

P

anc

,

*

t ie

*

re

^ay

will release if the current is less than the
release point,

P

•

The release point is

lower than the operation point.

In order to

minimize the delay in response,

the slopes of

the coil current curves are required to be as
steep as possible,

and it is well known that

the slope depends on both the time constant
and the final value of current.
relay,

For a given

the time constant is fixed,

therefore

changing the final value of current is the
only way to minimize the delay in response.
Experimentally,

increasing the operating
v
voltage to .around 40
reduces the response
delay to a satisfactory value.

Since the

power supply available in the vicinity of 40V
is 60V, a 100 ohms resistor in series with
the relay is necessary.

The corresponding

output pulse width of the univibrator is
about seven miliseconds,
RC ln2 = (100k) (O.ljaf) (0.7)=7ms
which is less than the one percent requirement,
10ms .
High Input Impedance Cathode-follower Voltmeter
In order to measure the residual voltage across
C, a voltmeter is needed which should meet the
following requirements:
1)

The input impedance must be very high in
order not to load the capacitor so as
to result in a changing reading on the
me ter .
24

-

-

2)

It should be able to handle
voltage swings,
used.
has

large input

hence vacuum tubes are

In addition,

the grid current

to be very small as

the charging current,

compared with

10|jA.

The circuit diagram shown in Figure
that the

input stage is

follower*

in fact a

The input impedance,

18 shows

cathode-

therefore,

is

quite high thus meeting the first requirement.
In Figure

19.,

currents,

i.e.,

currents.
spect

to

there are two major kinds of grid
the negative and positive grid

When the grid is negative with re¬
the cathode,

a

result of positive ions
grid,

flows

fined as

in

which is

the

that are attracted to

from the grid terminal.

This

the

is de¬

the negative grid current in the con¬

ventional sense.
gas

current,

the

The ionization of the

tube depends on both the

and plate current.

Hence using a

voltage and decreasing the
ing a very

large

cathode

plate voltage

reasonable

plate

plate current by return¬

resistance

power supply in out case can make
grid current quite

residual

to

the negative

this negative

low.

Because of the initial velocities of the thermo¬
electrons,

many of them have sufficient energy to

arrive at the grid even if it is at a considerable
negative voltage with respect to the cathode and
thus

form the

positive grid current.

two kinds of grid currents

less

one of the two component currents.
it was

these

tend to cancel each other,

the net grid current must be

fact,

Since

than

the

larger

As a matter of

found by the method illustrated in

the

following paragraph that this net grid current was
negligible as
current in

compared with the

the present case.
25

-

-

plate charging

+300

"1": connected to +150V;
"2": connected to +60V;

v

for zero MA reading calibration
for full scale MA reading

calibration reference
"3": connected to the right plate of current switching
stage through a

10 meg resistor

Figure

26-

-

18.

(for decoupling)

R,

EFigure 19.

Figure 20.

Figure 21.
27-

-

The method employe^ .to"measure the igrid leakage,
current is

illustrated in Figure 20.

input grid was

First,

the

grounded and the right-hand side

voltage was adjusted to get a zero reading on
the milliameter MA.

Then

switched to position

M

the input grid was

2n.

current flowing through

The grid

leakage

lOmeg resistor R pro¬

duced a voltage drop which was

read by the

milliameter.

The grid leakage current thus
- 9 -10
read fell between 10
and 10
amp.
As far

as

the

grid

10[aA charging current is

leakage

is negligible.

concerned,

this

In other words,

the

voltmeter built here is quite satisfactory.
In order to verify that
capacitor was

the

leakage current of the

sufficiently small as not

the voltage across

to change

the capacitor over a

period

of several minutes.

The arrangement shown in

Figure 21 was used.

The switch was opened

after the milliameter was
was

found that

some,

and it

peroid of several minutes

it has been shown

the voltmeter

to zero,

the meter reading did not change

appreciably over a
So far,

set

that

the capacitor and

leakage currents are not

hence if there is any

trouble¬

leakage when the

tube is nominally cut off it must be

the

tube

leakage current which was discussed in 3.
This

current was measured using the configuration

shown in Figure 22.
same as before;

the

The process

is almost

leakage current

the

flowing

through R producing a voltage drop which can be
read by the miliameter0
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8.

Calibration Circuits
a)

Up to

the present time,

it has been implicitly

assumed that when one section of the
triode

12AX7 is

immediately
function,

turned off

turned on in

but this

Figure 23 with the
disconnected,

the other will be

the current switching

is not true.
trimmer,

Referring to

C^,

temporarily

let us see what would happen

when a series of negative pulses
the grid.

twin-

is applied to

The grid and the cathode voltage

waveforms are shown in Figure 24.
these waveforms

reveals

Examining

that the cathode

voltage can not follow

the

leading edge of

the grid waveform satisfactorily because of
the stray capacity,

C.

K. S

,

to ground,

hence

the

counting rate of the whole device will be
slowed down.
In Figure 24.,

point "a"

is determined by the

input grid voltage and the ratio of C,

rC S

the

total equivalent capacitance

the

trimmer Cfc)

cathode;

between

point "b",

the right

(including

the grid and the

the conduction point where

section of the

conduct current,

and

12AX7 begins

to

is determined by the general

tube characteristics under the constraints of
right hand fixed bias and
current
it is

10[aAo

the constant plate

In order to improve

the situation,

desired to move point "a" downward so

the right section of the

tube can conduct when¬

ever the input grid voltage is
of point "a"
trimmer.

-10V.

The change

can be obtained by adjusting

It is worthwhile

to note

the next negative pulse comes

in,

the

that when
point

,,

bn

lowered because of the decrease of the plate
voltage of the right section which,
29-
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that

in turn,

is

e

P

■mr
10

-

'

'gks

fk

kp

Ct (trimmer)
100 meg

'ks

[

C , =C . +C
gk
gks
t
I

I
-1001
Figure 23.
,v

-10

+ 1V

Figure 24.
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results

from the charge accumulated across

charging capacitor when
present at the
rr

"a" and "b

left grid.

pulse was

As a result,

points

can not always coincide with each

other during a
fore,

the previous

the

series of negative pulses.

There

a compromise of the setting of Ct must be

made by try-and-error method so that the count¬
int rate of the whole device can be

the one

desired.
b)

In order

to be able to

whole device,
designed to

a

periodically calibrate

the

free-running multivibrator was

provide a series of equally spaced

START and STOP pulses

for the input flip-flops.

The free-running multivibrator which runs at
50kc

is shown in Figure 25,

n

bM in

the

figure,

Between "a" and

there is a differentiator

but the negative excursions are eliminated by
the diodes,

the

positive pulses at "b" are sent

to single-stage amplifier and inverter.
more,

U

AM and "D" are connected to

diodes of the input flip-flops,
the corresponding collectors.

the

Further
input

"B

11

and "Crr

This

forms a

pulse steering network which causes

the

to

input

flip-flop to be complemented for each pulse
coming from the single-stage amplifier.
When these calibration circuits are used to
calibrate the whole device,

the counting rate

is not expected to be exactly

100 counts/

200 secs.

the delay of the

This

is because of

input flip-flop transistor in its
from saturation

to cut-off.

over capacitors were
transition

transition

When 500pf cross¬

inserted to speed up the

the delay was about half a micro¬

second.

When the cross-over capacitors were

removed,

the delay was about
31-
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two microseconds

or more.

Therefore,

cross-over capacitors are

needed and half a microsecond delay is toler¬
able as far as this project is concerned.

The

calibration counting rate is thus around
97 counts/200 secs

(since the ON time is slight¬

ly less than half of the total time) when the
500pf capacitors are inserted.
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(IV)

Calibration and Operation Procedure

Five channels have been built based on
described before.
flops,

Channels

the circuitry

1 through 4 have input flip-

but channel 5 has both an input flip-flop and a

univibrator with a switch to select

the desired operation.

Since only one voltmeter has been built,

a channel-

selection switch is necessary when the reading of each
channel is needed.
The calibration and operation procedure is described
in steps as follows

for each channel:

(a) Set the switch in current switching stage,
at position

,
a
Adjust the neon bulb firing

M

ln.

control knob K1

to the

S

point where the neon

bulb fires .
at M2M, adjust (slightly) the charging
a
current control knob K2 to obtain one count

(b) Set S

per second as measured by a stop watch.
(c) Set the switch in
at position
zero
at

M

the voltmeter section.

n

l .

S,,
b

Adjust mechanically the

reading of the milliameter.

M

2",

adjust K3 to make

Then set S,
b
the meter reading

approximately full scale.
(d) Set S^ at

n

3",

readjust: K1 and K2

to make

the

meter indication swing through the full scale,
at

the same

time maintaining the counting rate

one per second.
(e) Connect

the free-running multivibrator for

calibration
at

n

fl

3 .

(f) Repeat step

to

the

Adjust
(a)

input flip-flop and set S
to obtain

through

channeIs.
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(e)

97 counts/200 secs.

for each of the five

(g) For the calibration of the input univibrator of
channel 5, adjust R,

the 50k potentiometer,

to

make the output be exactly lOus wide with the
aid of an oscillscope.
(h) Finally when the calibration is completed,
disconnect the free-running multivibrator.
Then connect START and STOP signals from the
appropriate circuits whose operation times
are to be measured to the input terminals
shown on the front panel of the itio-ndtor.
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(V)

The Application

to the Investigation of the Rice

Computer

Up to the present

time,

only the investigations of

memory fetches and FO orders of the Rice Computer have been
made.

The data obtained so far are shown in the following

tables.

Table

1 and Table 2

show how the data were ob¬

tained step by step for FO orders and memory fetches re¬
spectively.

Table 3 and Table 4 show all significant data

obtained for these two kinds of operations under different
programs.
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1-

When

2

Who

Mary Shaw

3

Total operation time

50

Sec.

4

FO

13.7

Sec,

5

CC+1

3.3

Sec.

6

Memory Fetch

8.6

Sec.

7

Time of any 1-0

18.0

Sec.

8

Number of FO orders X 10 |js

6.7

Sec.

9

Number of FO orders

0.67 X 106

2/5/64

,

10

Average of FO order time

20.4

US

11

Actual operation time

32

Sec.

12

FO/actual operation time %

42

13

CC+l/actual operation time %

10.2

%

14

Memory fetch/actual operation
27

7o

(#3-#7)

time %

Table 1.
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1

When

2

Who

Pat Groves

3

Total operation time

100

4

FO

5

CC+1

6

1/5/64

Sec.

33.1

Sec.

9.1

Sec .

Memory Fetch

19.5

Sec.

7

Time of any 1-0

12.6

Sec .

8

Number of memory fetches

16.7

Sec.

9

Number of fetches

X

10 \j.s

1.67 X

10

Average of fetch time

11

Actual operation time

12 .

FO/actual operation

13

14

106

11.6

|as

87.4

Sec.

40.5

7o

CC+l/actual operation time 7>

10.4

7o

Memory fetch/actual operation
time %

22.4

%

(#3-#7)

time %

Table 2.
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Average of
FO order
time (MS)

FO/ac tua1
operation
time (%)

Mary Shaw

20.4

42

10.2

27

Mary Shaw

18

45

11.5

29

Mary Shaw

19.6

41

3.7

26

Mary Shaw

18.3

43

12.7

30

Mary Shaw

18.5

35.8

Who

CC+l/ac tua] Memory
operation
i&tch. frtftuai
operation
time (%)
time (%)

8.4

20.5

Table.3.

Who

Average of
fetch time
(MS)

FO/ac tua1
operation
time ,(%)

CC+l/ac tua1 Memory
operation
fetch factual.
time (%)
opera tion
time CT.'l

Pat Groves

11.6

40.5

10.4

22.4

Pat Groves

12.1

39

10.3

22 .2

Pat Groves

11.8

34

9.7

21.8

Pat Groves

11.9

35.4

9.2

22 .2

F. Baskett

11.1

26

7.4

17.2

F. Baskett

11.8

23.5

7.9

19.4

F. Baskett

11.6

23

7.6

18.9

F. Baskett

11.3

27.9

7.9

18.5

F. Baskett

11.3

27.9

7.8

18.6

Marv Shaw

10.4

39

11.1

23.5

Harv Shaw

10.4

39

11

23

Marv Shaw

10.4

40

12.8

23.6

Table 4.
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(VI)
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